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On the Functions Defined by Differential Equations, with 
an Extension of the Puiseux Polygon Construction 

to these Equations. 

BY HENRY B. FINE. 

In their memoir Proprietes des fonctions d6finies _par des 6quations differ- 
entielles (Journal de l'Ecole Pol. Cah. 36) Briot and Bouquet present methods 
for obtaining developments for alf ordinarv solutions of a differential equation 
of the first order f(x, y, p) = 0 which belong to the initial values x = y = 0 

of the variables, when it is known that p as well as y vanishes with x. 
But as a general equation f(x, y, p) = 0 which has no term independent of 

x, y, or p may very well have groups of terms of lower degree in respect to x 
than the remaining terms of the equation, for whiclh p does not vanish with x, 
but remains finite and different from zero, or becomes infinite-and yet the cor- 
responding y does vanish and is a solution of the equation,-it often becomes 
necessary at the very outset, and directly from the differential equation itself, to 
make a determination of all the possible groups of terms of lowest dimension, and 
this Briot and Bouquet give no means of doing. 

In the first section of the present paper it is shown how this determnination 
may be very simply accomplished by an extension of the polygon construction 
used by Puiseux in his study of algebraic functions.* This donie, the reduction 
of the cases where p does not vanish with x to the case so fully discussed bv 
Briot and Bouquet is easy. 

In the second section, after extending the polygon construction to the 
equation of the nth order, and so determining for it also the terms of lowest 
dimension when the equation contains no term independent of x, y, or one of the 
differential coefficients Y,, Y2i .y.. n-I give methods for obtaining the corres- 
ponding developments themselves. It is proven also that these developments are 

42 
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actual as well as formal solutions of the equation, for it is shown that they 
converge for values of x which are greater than zero. 

The method, of course, leads not only to all " monodrome " integrals which 
vanish with x, but to those also which belong to any inaitial values ?, y?, y', .. y? -l 
of the variables and the differential coefficients of lower orders, since the equation 
may in this case be readily transformed into one which has no absolute term. 

?1. 

Let f (XI y, p) _AiXajypy= 0 

be any equation of the first order which has no term independent of x, y, or p. 
It is proposed to make every determination of the terms of lowest degree 

in rAjxafiy6pY = 0 which is possible on the assumption that y vanishes with x. 
In every case represent by It the degree of y in respect to x; by the hypoth- 

esis that y vanishes with x, I > 0. 
Let AlxaJyPlpYi be one of the required terms of lowest degree; there must be 

at least one other term, say A2xa2yP2pY2, of the same degree, and a comparison of 
the two gives for the corresponding It the equation 

a, + yFl + (It- 1)1= a2 + 2 + (I- 1)72, 

whence -1 __r__-(a2-,2) 
1l + rl- (A + Y2) 

Take two rectangular axes ), 7, and construct a point a, - )-y, 
= i + y/ to correspond to each term AixaiypiV. Then the line joining 01n 

and {2v2, viz. the line whose equation is 

a,1-,r - (a2 T2) 

PiA + ri- (P2 + r2) (-1)- > 1 

makes with the q-axis an angle of which the tangent is - I, and cuts off on the 
i-axis an intercept 

$i + ItnLf a,- 7 + It (, + ), 

which is equal to the common degree of the two terms Ajxalylpyl, A2xa2yP2pv2. 

Since It > 0 the line makes an oblique angle with the n-axis. 
Furthermore, a parallel to this line through any of the other points ,5, ni cuts 

off on the i-axis an intercept ai - 7i + I (i + )j), equal to the degree of the 
corresponding term. If, therefore, Ajx4ayOlpYI, A2xa2y92pY2 be, as was supposed, 
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terms of lowest degree, all the other points must lie to the same side of the line 
$lil - 02f2 as the origin when its intercept is negative, to the opposite side when 
its intercept is positive. 

Hence to get every admissible group of lowest terms in the equation 
4Aixaiy9pYi = 0-that is, every group of terms for which the corresponding y1 is 
positive and such as to make the terms of the group of lower degree thani the 
reinaining terms of the equation-move up a parallel to the y-axis from a position 
below any of the $,ir points until it meets one of these points or a group of themn; 
next turn it (clockwise, since I > 0) about the point of this group which is 
nearest the 0-axis until it meets a second point or group of points; again turn it 
about thle point of this second group Which is nearest the s-axis, and so on until 
further turning would bring it past the position of parallelism with the 0-axis. 

To each side of the polygon thus constructed-except that parallel to the 
v-axis, should it occur-correspond one or more developments of y in increasing 
powers of x, each beginning with the term xg and-save in exceptional cases- 
satisfying the equation f (x, y, p) = 0. 

A side parallel to the n-axis is to be rejected, since for it t = 0, or the 
corresponding y does not vanish with x. 

The construction can make a parallel to the i-axis a polygon side only in 
case there be no mere x term in the equation-when y = 0 is a solution. Not 
all equations, however, of which y = 0 is a solution have this line for a polygon 
side; the equation p + py + y3 = 0 does not, for instance. 

The developments corresponding to any polygon side for which yj> I can 
be obtained immediately by the Briot-Bouquet methods already referred to, 
since here p as well as y vanishes with x. 

Those corresponding to a side for which y< 1 are to be obtained by the 
same methods after an interchange has been miade of the dependent and inde- 
pendent variables. 

If for any side t 1, make in f(x, y, p) = 0 the substitutions 
dv 

y-vXz]9=v+ dxXd 

where v takes a finite value vo different from zero when x = 0. 
The values of vo beloniging to the various developments are given by the group 

of terms of lowest order in f (x, y, p) = 0, to which the side It = 1 belongs, and 
by the substitution y (vo + y') x, f-0 is again reduced to the Briot-Bouquet 
form. 
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The various developments in all these cases may also be obtained by making 
t'r- 8dv\ r 

in 1= 0 the substitutions x = t8, y = trv, p =-Qrv + t d ),-where-= - 

and determining the corresponding v's from the transformed equation. But this 
nethod is less direct and elegant than that of Briot-Bouquet. 

?2. 

It is obvious that the polygon construction is equally applicable to equations 
of higher orders. 

The equation being E2xaS Piyj/> . v = 0, supposed to have no term inde- 
pendent of x, y, . or yq,, 'take as before axes of 0 and V, and following the 
method already explained for the equation of the first order, construct points 

ii ai -y -'28j * . nvi, li- g,S ri + USi + * + vi 

to correspond to the various termis AiXaiyt. . . . yvi of the equation. The poly- 

gon may then be constructed exactly as for the equation of the first order, and 
similar inferences drawn with reference to the termns of lowest order in the 
equation. 

In the case of the equation of the qith order it is necessary, when deriving 
the developments corresponding to the various polygon sides, to distinguish 
between sides whose y is > n and those whose y is = or < n. For the first y, 

as well as y and all its lower differential coefficients vanish with x; for the second, 

yn takes a finite value different from zero or becomes infinite when x vanishes. 
It is always possible, however, by a simple transformation, to reduce the 

second case to the first. For if y = n, set 
n VXn-1 + Xndv y=vx , Y1=nvx-'+ etc. 

in the group of lowest terms under consideration, remove the common factor x-n 

and set the group equal to zero. T'he roots v0 of the equation thus constructed are 
the initial values of v in the set of developments sought for; and the substitu- 
tion y = xe (vo + y')-where y' vanishes with x-effects the required transfor- 
mation. 

If, on the other hand, z<t n for any side or series of sides, select the side 
whose It is least, find m, the first integer greater than the quotient of n by this 

t, and miiake the substitution x = x'm. Then for all the groups of lowest terms 
in the tranisformed equation c', the degree of y in respect to x', is greater than n. 
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It only remains therefore to indicate a general method for getting the 
various developments corresponding to a polygon side for which ity n. 

This done, it may bet added, we are in positioln to derive all solutions of the 
equation fi-fotYn + + fin1+ 

* - 
+frA 0 

which belong to any given initial values xO, yo. Y?n_ of x, y and the lower 
differential coefficients of y. foX fl . .. m are supposed to be holomorphic func- 
tions of x, y, . Y- for a common region of convergence, and xo, yo, .... Yn-1 

to lie within this region. 
For iffm does not vanish for x = xo, y = yo, etc., the corresponding iinitial 

values yn of yn may, unless fo vanishes, be immediately obtained from f = 0, 
which is algebraic in yn.; and the substitutions 

x xo0 + x', 

dKy ~~~~~~~~~~~~XIn -I dK YK + YK + 1x;+ + + # + . .U n c + YK (z = O 1 X.. n) dxK K?YK+1+Y +2 2! + ~n (n -x)!+YK~ x . l 

transform f = 0 into an equation in x', y', y,. y which has no term inde- 
pendent of one or other of these variables, and for which also y', as well as the 
lower differential coefficients of y', vanishes with x'. 

If, on the other hand, fo vanishes, apply the polygon construction already 
described tof=O, regarded as an equation in xo+x', yo+Y', y?+y', . . . * _-+y- 

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nn1 
and 

- 
(it has no term which does not involve one of these variables), and the 

Yn 

various values of yt having been obtained, transform as above, by the substitution 
x= ]m, into an equation whose ith differential coefficient vanishes with x'. 

To get the developments correspondinig to a polygon side for which y >n, 
that is in the case where all the differential coefficients YZI, Y2 .. Yn as well as 
y vanish with x, make in the equation the substitutions 

Yn-I = ynViX, 

Yn_- 2 = YnVIV2X2 | (1) 

Y = YnViV2 .... VnX , 

where v1, v2 .... vn are functions of x which take finite values v?, v?, ... v 
different from zero when x = 0. 

In the resulting equation, freed from any factor yaV .. vn_ which may 
be common to all the terms, determine by the ordinary Puiseux method or any 
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other method applicable to algebraic functions of a single variable, the various 
groups of terms of lowest order in Yn and x: if indeed this determiniation has 
not already been made directly from the equation. 

Suppose that for any particular group of terms of lowest order the degree 

of y;, in respect to x is - : to obtain the corresponding developments make then 

the further substitutions 
x = X's, Yn = VxIr, (2) 

where again V takes an initial value VO different from 0 and X when x' vanishes. 

Since yn, = VoxT approximately, yn-1= r+ Vox + * ; but 

Yn-1 = YnVlX=v0- VA 8i +....; 

therefore, by a comparison of the two values of yn-1, Vl = + . In like manner 

2 r + 2s * Vn - r + nsv 

In the V equation therefore, make the substitutions 

V1 = + V1, V2 =+ .... Vn + Vn (3) r +s r +2s+V2. n ++vns(3 

when V will be given as a function 'of x', v .. v, developable in integral 
powers of these variables. 

The various developments for V having been obtained, the equations for the 
corresponding sets of values of vl, vl, . . are readily constructed by aid of 
the equations (1), (2), (3). For evidently on introducinlg the substitutiols (2) 
in equations (1) we have: 

VXlr -d$ Vv1xlr + 8) , 
dx 

Vvxlr+8 dx (Vvlv2x Ir+r 2s), 

Vv1v2 * * * dx . . . . (.Vv1v2 . . . . . . . . . . 
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or actually effecting the differentiations indicated, the equations 
,dvlr a_ ddv,/ 3Tr di)' a v 
z' ddVZl [vl aa + v] +t/ da,/2Vl / + ...+ x/ dt, Vl aav 

- vl (r +s) - vlx a V. 
Xdx,LVi v~+JJJ+ ax,Va ~~x d~1v 

dv2 s (VI- V2 vv2) 1 ( 

dxc' VI (4) 
dv _ s (v -v3 -2v3) 

xdxl V2 

dv' _ S (v, 1vn v. -,v.) 

Onsbtttng o dv 
dxc Vn-i 

On substituting for x 2 . . x. dx in the first of these equations the 
functions of the v<'s to which the remaining equations declare thern equal, and 
miaking the substitutions (3) in all the equations, the set is reduced to the form 

dv'_ 
dx' f1(XI, VI, V, . . .V'), 

dv' x' =f2(V1, Vt)7 (5) 

dxf = n nV_^V) 

where fA '22 . ff . vanish with x', vl . v, and are holomorphic functions 
of these variables for finite regions of convergence about x' - 0, v' - 0, etc. 

Developments for v/, v. in integral powers of x', which formnally satisfy 
these equations, are to be obtained by differentiating them a first time, a second 
time, etc., successively, and after each differentiation making x' = 0 and solving 
the resulting equations for the corresponding differential coefficients of the vi's in 
respect to x'. 

Thus differentiating a single time, we have 
d__ 

__ dv' dvl qf1 dv I t dvl > z ~~~afil af, Ie af, d2 a- s 
(dVi) (o 9Dzl + v + d' + 7' dx' Iav dx' a v'dxav dx 1 

(dV>9 _ ( a2 dvl af2 dvl 
dxS'Jo- kavl dx' + v dx' 2o' 

t dvl> _ K ?7gn dv/_1 afd dvl + 
k G<XI J- 9@Vn-1 C/Z/~~~~~~~~ + I3X x o 
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a set of linear equations in ( , etc., which give finite determinate 

values for these quantities except when the determinant of their coefficients 
vanishes. 

A second differentiation gives the equations 

2 (d2 +vl + d2v' afi d2vl +f, d2v4,> 
_ dx'2, o vZ dx + +aV21 dx'2 a I dx/ "'o' 

__ 1fd2 n~_ fd,vi g dlv'_ Z)f, dYv 
2dx +vt dx2 + dx (pi> 

i 2,3. fl 

where (P, 0 are functions of ( d1 ) V( d2 ) etc., and of second differential 

coefficients of the f's; and from these equations the values of (Vi2) ' 

etc., may be reckoned. 
Further differentiations give in like manner the higher differential coeffi- 

cients. It is only necessary, therefore, for the construction of series 
X dv \ 1 d2 vi 1 odYV 

= (dxI)0 + ? d)' 2 + 3, t(z3)x' + i 1, 2, * - . n (6) 

which formally satisfy the equations, that the determninant of the coefficients in 
each of these sets of equations shall be different from 0, or that 

43fi afi afi afi 

av1' a XI 0) V 

0 __2 ' f3 0 

o af20 Xi 0 ,.. ? _ 

0 ~~ aA3 703_ * e * 

0~~ ~ O 
0 

.............. afn afn _ 
7 av I av ~~X=0 

or VO (r + s + +x)(r + 2s + x) .... (r + ns + x) 

+ av r +Xs (r + 2s + x) .... (r + ns + x) 

+ a)v?V r(r+2s) (r+3s+x) .... (r+ns+x) | (7) 

oV s (Qr+s)(r+ 2s,) . . . . r+(n- 1)s 
I av? r + ns 3 

shall vaniish for no positive integral value of x. 
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It may be added that when the determinant vanishes, the equations have no 

"monodrome " integrals unless ( =a"' ) 0 0; but if ( fi )= 0, an infinite niumber 

of such integrals. Also, that when the determinant does not vanish, there will 
be in certain cases, besides the " monodrome " integrals, an infinite number of 
"non-monodrome" integrals. The consideration of these integrals, however, is 
aside fromn the purpose of the present paper.* 

It only remains to prove that the series (6) have circles of convergence 
whose radii are greater than zero. 

To give the demonstration as general a character as possible, consider the 
system of equations: 

x dvl = 1(x, v1, v2. v7) 

dx2 

$ 
dv2 

=A ($) Vl x V2X . ..*. Vn) () 
Xdx ~f(,v,v .~,(8) 

. * * . . . * . . . . * . . . * * * ** 

dv, x dx= fn(x, V1I v2, .... v),j 

wheref1l 1, .. ..fg, are any set of functions of x, v1, V2. Vn, developable in 
series of integral powers of these variables which vanish for x = vj= V=.... V- = 0, 
but converge so long as mod x < p and mod vi < ri, the quantities p and ri being 
all greater than zero. 

Differentiating each equation x times successively with respect to x, and after 
each differentiation placing x = 0 and reckoning out the values of the differential 
coefficients of corresponding order of the v,'s, we have finally for the determination 
of the coefficients of the 7th order the equations 

d vi af, dKV, af i dy v, af i d "n v 2; n 9 
dXK 

( ) ( v-+dK + a dv 
K + + iV dK =1,2,...,(9) 

where the opi's are functions of the partial differential coefficients of orders 
1, 2 . x of f with respect to x, vl, .., and of the differential coefficients 
of the vi's of orders 1, 2 .... x - 1, these last having been already reckoned out. 

* For a discussion of similar integrals of the equation of the 1st order see the Memoir of Briot and 
Bouquet already referred to. See also Poincar6, Courbes definies par une equation differentielle, 
Journal de Math. pure et appliquees, III, 7; IV, 1, 2. 

43 
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As above, it will be assumed that the determinant 

|afi-_ afi afi a~fi 
a)V1 ' V ZV Dv,, 

af2 af2 af2 af2 
aV1 aV2 ZaV2 aV,i 

(X) aAf3 a_ af3 af3 (10) 
av_ aV2 aV3 . Dvn 

afn ~afn afn afn_X 

vanishes for no positive integral value of x. 
Solving the equations (9) we have 

dfV (Pv>s_O Al, (x) + (o A2i (z) + (O Ani (X) _ 2 
dX K K(x) + (x) +n ix ; 1, 2, n (11) 

where Aj (X) is the minor of the element in the jth row and itth column of A (X). 

Arranged with reference to the powers of z, the coefficients 4 (z) have the 

form ajp'c" + 4ji pgn- + ' 27 + * ji, n-1 

X+ + X12C'- + %217e- + . x.. . 

where aj& =0 whenj>i; =1when j=i. 
As the coefficients in this fraction are independent of x' and known, and as 

furthermore its denominator vanishes for no value that x can take, and is of 
higher degree in X than its numerator, it must reach a greatest value, and that 
<cc,for some finite value of x. Let this greatest value be Cj; and let C be 
the modulus of the greatest of the quantities Xi (j, i = 1, 2. n). Then 

(<tVi>O<Ca(cpo+1 Po,2 
+ 

2 
. 
. . 

(1 2) 

Let now r be ' the least of the radii rl, r2. r,,,, and let Ml be the modulus 
of the greatest value which any of the functions fiA,f2. * - f,, takes in the circle 
of radius p about x = 0 and the circles of radius r about v1 = 0, v2 = 0, etc. 

Let also a be the modulus of the greatest of the differential coefficients of the 

first order dv( , and set a'n=a - M d; 0 ps a 
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Consider, then, the equation, algebraic in u and x, 

u = a'x + nC04P, 

where CD=X(nn (_ )+ ). (13) 

It may readily be shown that ( d'K)> (d?i )for x > For ( 0, y 
dXK O> dxK 

0~(d N0 2u 
so that (Jd'K ) involves the differential coefficients dx ), (u dxu )etc. of orders 

less than x only and the equation 

( dKu 
K 

U dKP 

dXK 2o nC dx' J 

gives (d) explicitly in terms of the partial differential coefficients of q) in 

respect to u and x anid of the differential coefficients of lower orders of u in 
respect to x. 

Now( dx@ ) is greater than any of the functions cpOj in equation (12). For 

Jr~% 4. t ___ l + 1 d'v2 + + av d is the result of operating on (P j dXK + av2 dxK av d__K 

f ~~ ~~a a dvl+ a dVnwil dxK i h rsl 
times with awhile is the result + v dx + - dx dX 

of operating on 1? X times with ?+ at dn ax au dx 

To every differential coefficient axavX'av" lin cpKi therefore corresponds 
an~~~~ ~ ~~~ Jr n Jr nH+**. < 

the differential coefficient ZnaUn+nf/+.... in dx- , involved with the same nume- 

div . dJ i . d KcP: rical coefficient; and to every dxj in +pK (j< x) corresponds in dXK 

But, as is known,* 

mod n< n '! n"!.... , 

* Vid. Briot and Bouquet, Fone. ellip. p. 326. 
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while an+ nnn' n" .....,_M 
taXnauqn1+n" J= n. n In !i jtniti 0 ~~~~r,r2 

an+n/+n"+... an + ni + n',rt+.. 
so that mod ( ax?1v a42'1 )< (afnlefl' + n"+ + J. 

If, therefore, (d )< for j < x, it is clear that the individual terms 

of (dd<) are greater than the corresponding terms of qpf, and since they are all 

positive, that (u) > (pO,, and hence that (- which is equal to nC &dd is 

greater than C ((Po, 
+ cp% +. . . p%.); in other words (vid. 12), that (du _vi 

But by hypothesis (\du ) d> It follows at once that ( du >2 (dxV2), 

therefore that (pd )> (dxv3),, * . * ,etc. 

But u is defined as a holomorphic function of x for the neighborhood of 
x = 0 by the algebraic equation (13), or 

(U 1x_ u r p) + r) + 

-(1- 
u 

(afxx;-b)( p,)x-b=o ; (b=nCM) , 

namely within a circle about x = 0 whose radius is the distance to the nearest 
branch point or singular point of 4 = 0. This distance is greater than zero, being 
the modulus of tlhe least root of the discriminant of 4 _ 0 in respect to u, that 
is, of the equation 

1-)( + b -bax'y+ 1 (n + I)n+' 
r +bnI+ r A+ 

1+bn 
Within this circle, therefore, the series 

ldt4 td2u zx 2 d3, x3 

u4 tdx o + tdz2 a ! + 0 3J3! +* 

is convergent; and since its coefficients are greater than the corresponding coeffi- 
cients of any of the series 

=i ( x)~ + 2 X3 -+ 

e e ao c o tdxh sm 2! a was t b d ote 

these series also converge for the sarne region, as was to be demonstrated. 
PRINCETON COLLEGE, March 27th, 1889. 
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